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ABSTRACT

Inspecting The Role Of Positive Emotions, Adaptive Coping, And Psychological
Resources To Explain The Strengthening Of Resilience After Stress Exposure
by
KANSAKAR David
Master of Philosophy

A few studies have indicated the resilience promoting role of stressors but there is a
lack of studies to delineate the underlying mechanisms. To address that gap of
knowledge, this study utilizes a combination of broaden and build theory
(Fredrickson, 1998, 2001b) and the stress and coping model (Lazarus & Folkman,
1984) to delineate the mechanisms underlying strengthening of resilience upon
exposure to stressors. The main underpinnings of the theoretical model are two
pathways that lead to resilience. Based on the broaden and build theory, the
experience of positive emotions will lead to resilience via adaptive coping and
psychological resources. The other pathway to resilience is via adaptively coping to
stress. A cross sectional online survey was utilised to test the hypothesised model. A
total of 506 students filled out the survey, and a total of 276 valid responses were
obtained. Results generally supported the overall theoretical model. Concerning
individual paths, contrary to the hypothesis, stress was negatively related to
resilience. However, adaptive coping and positive emotions alleviated the negative
effect of stress on resilience. Further, it was found that positive reappraisal alleviated
the negative effect of stress on positive emotions. Also, adaptive coping was
negatively related to resilience probably because of the uncontrollable nature of
stressors. Experience of positive emotions relate to resilience via adaptive coping and
psychological resources, namely self-efficacy and hope. Thus, initial findings
suggest that positive emotions relate to resilience via the broaden and the build
pathways, separately. Finally, the potential practical implications of a loving
kindness meditation for university students. Directions for future research on
resilience are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Research
Is stress always a bad thing? Or can stress be a precursor to positive outcomes
like resilience? And if stress can lead to positive outcomes, what are the mechanisms
of strengthening resilience as an outcome of stress exposure?
A lot of stress can definitely be a bad thing. Previous studies from stress have
found that exposure to adversities or stressors leads to negative wellbeing outcomes
like cardiovascular diseases (Steptoe & Kivimäki, 2013), musculoskeletal symptoms
(Lundberg et al., 1999), mood disturbances, depression, burnout (Sonnentag & Frese,
2003). It is because stressors place demands on individuals that drain their resources,
threaten their well-being (Hobfoll, 1989), and result in negative wellbeing outcomes.
In these studies, psychologists primarily studied stress to understand its negative
outcomes but the shift to understand positive outcomes resulting from stress
exposure is gaining momentum.
1.1.1 Resilience as a Positive Outcome after Stress Exposure
One such positive outcome being studied is resilience. Simply put, resilience is
the ability of an individual to positively adapt to adverse situations faced in life.
Resilience involves the ability of an individual to maintain normal functioning
despite facing adverse life situations (Fergus & Zimmerman, 2005; Luthar et al.,
2000: Masten, Best, Garmezy, 1990). Resilience also involves the ability to quickly
return to normal functioning following exposure to risk (Bonanno, 2004; 2005).
Much of past research on resilience has been on ego-resilience, a stable trait like
aspect of resilience. This is largely due to the nature of the past studies that focused
on resilience as a personal characteristics that an individual either possessed or not
1

(Block & Kremen, 1996; Masten et al., 1991). Only recently has resilience been
acknowledged as a process or a positive outcome of transactional interaction(s)
between an individual and the environment (Ungar, 2012; Waller, 2001).
Though ego-resilience has been documented as important for many positive life
outcomes like life satisfaction (Cohn et al., 2009),
decreased depressive symptoms (Fredrickson et al., 2003), ability to adapt to
life’s changes (Block & Kremen, 1996), quicker recovery from stressors (Waugh et
al., 2008), and improved health and well-being (Seery et al., 2010; Tugade &
Fredrickson, 2004), the mechanism responsible for the development of state
resilience is still far from clear.
1.1.2 Past and Recent Studies on Resilience in Children and Adults and Possible
Mechanisms for Strengthening of Resilience
“That which does not kill us makes us stronger.” - Friedrich Nietzsche
Like the age old adage that whatever does not kill us only makes us stronger,
past studies that studied children who underwent severe life adversities have found
that some children develop resilience even when they grew up amidst many negative
life situations (Garmezy & Masten, 1986, Rutter, 1985). Similarly, a study on
mourning adults (Bonanno, 2004) found that not only a few but a lot of individuals
who have undergone potentially traumatic events do not show chronic symptoms and
many show healthy functioning. These studies have revealed many important
protective factors like social support, self-efficacy, self-esteem, optimism, hope,
socio economic status, etc. that are implicated in the development of resilience in
these children (Masten, Best, & Garmezy, 1991; Garmezy & Masten, 1986; Masten,
Best, & Garmezy, 1990; Masten, Hubbard, Gest, Tellegen, Garmezy, and Ramirez,
1999).
2

Additionally, more recent research on growth of resilience in adults have found
that stress that does not overwhelm the individual’s resources and allows for
development of coping resources and possibly the feeling of control and mastery
over adversity has the potential to develop resilience from exposure to stressors. One
longitudinal study (Crane & Searle, 2016) found that stressors in the form of
challenge stressors which allows for the opportunity to grow by developing a sense
of control and mastery over adversity is important for strengthening resilience in
working adults, measured as the ability to bounce back from hardships. Similarly,
another longitudinal study (Seery, Holman, & Silver, 2010) found that individuals
who have undergone at least some forms of life adversities, around three to four in
number, are better able to develop resilience, measured as less negative response and
life satisfaction when coping with subsequent adversity and better mental health and
well-being over time, as opposed to individuals having undergone many life
adversities or none at all. Therefore, from these studies it is evident that resilience is
strengthened after exposure to stressors that do not overwhelm one’s resources i.e. in
the form of moderate number of stressors or challenge stressors that allow for
development of coping resources and belief of control and mastery over adversity.
In addition to exposure to stressors, Gloria and Steinhardt (2016) found in a
population of postgraduate students, who experience a lot of stress, that positive
emotions play a role in enhancing resilience via adaptive coping. Similarly, in
another study carried out on working adults (Fredrickson et al., 2008), it was found
that positive emotions build resilience which further increases life satisfaction
downstream. Therefore, another means via which resilience can be strengthened is
through the experience of positive emotions.

3

These studies have highlighted that resilience is malleable and can be
strengthened and that resilience is necessarily not just a personal characteristic or
trait. Resilience can, therefore, be viewed as a state rather than a stable trait, such as
ego resilience. This has added to the growing body of evidence that resilience is a
dynamic process that can be a positive outcome of interaction between a person and
his/her environment (Luthar et al., 2000; Waller, 2001). However, the mechanisms
underlying the development of state resilience has not yet been fully delineated and it
is the prime aim of this study.
1.2. Significance of this study
1.2.1 Inspecting the Mechanism Underlying Developing of Resilience after Stress
Exposure
Resilience has primarily been viewed as a trait or ego resilience. Viewing
resilience as a trait acknowledges that people either have resilience or not and has
been promoted by research that studies the benefits of ego resilience. As mentioned
earlier, such research have found a lot of positive outcomes for individuals with ego
resilience.
However, more recent studies have highlighted the dynamic nature of resilience,
as an outcome of interaction with the environment, which can be strengthened. On
the basis of these new studies that point towards resilience promoting role of
stressors (Crane & Searle, 2016; M. D. Seery & Quinton, 2016; Mark D. Seery et al.,
2010) and positive emotions (Fredrickson et al., 2008; Gloria et al., 2013; Gloria &
Steinhardt, 2016) this study aims to explore the mechanisms underlying the
strengthening of resilience upon stress exposure and experience of positive emotions.
Though it is counterintuitive to expect the existence of positive emotions in the
stress process, Folkman and Moskowitz (2000) have stated that in their research on
4

gay men providing care to their critically ill partners, they experience positive
emotions even during their most difficult times. Folkman and Moskowitz (2000)
mention that individuals undergoing severe life adversities or stress experience
positive emotions by first positively reappraising the situation they face. Positive
reappraisal includes finding opportunities for growth, perceiving actual personal
growth, and realizing how one’s actions are benefiting others. Through this positive
reappraisal individuals change the meaning of the adverse situations they face
allowing for experience of positive emotions. Lazarus, Kanner, and Folkman (1980,
as cited in (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000b) have mentioned that during the stress
process, positive emotions provide an adaptive function to sustain coping efforts,
provide a breather, and restore depleted resources.
1.2.2 Use of combination of stress and coping model and broaden and build theory of
positive emotions
This study combines two theories to understand the underlying mechanisms of
how exposure to stressors and experience of positive emotions might strengthen
resilience. The first theory is the classic transactional theory of stress and coping
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) that states that exposure to stress initiates the coping
response and it is this adaptive coping that is the major factor in the link between
stress and adaptational outcomes. The second theory utilised in this study is the
broaden and build theory of positive emotions by Fredrickson (1998, 2001). It states
that positive emotions broaden people’s thought action repertoire such that they
utilise better coping to deal with stress and also to build lasting personal resources
that eventually lead to development of resilience (Fredrickson et al., 2008).
5

Therefore, the significance of this study is to understand how resilience might
be strengthened after stressor exposure via the combination of two well established
models. This line of research has been indicated by Folkman (2008) who states that
positive emotions co-occur during the stress process and Folkman and Moskowitz
(2002) calls for research which considers a model of stress in which positive
outcomes of stress like positive affect aids in the coping process.1.3 Statement of
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research is to investigate the mechanisms involved in
strengthening resilience after stress exposure, thereby contributing to the literature.
There have been few studies investigating the mechanisms underlying the
strengthening of state resilience after exposure to stressors (Crane & Searle, 2016;
Seery et al., 2010, 2013) and there are also few studies that have looked into the role
of positive emotions in strengthening resilience (Fredrickson et al., 2008; Gloria et
al., 2013; Gloria & Steinhardt, 2016). However, these studies do not specify clearly
on the underlying mechanisms. Thus, the present study will investigate the
mechanisms involved in strengthening resilience.
1.4 Research Questions:
The research questions of this study are as follows:
1.

What is the mechanism by which resilience is strengthened
after exposure to stressors?

2.

What is the mechanism by which positive emotions strengthen
resilience?
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1.5 Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is organised into the following chapters. Chapter 1 will provide a brief
background of the research, the significance of the study, the statement of purpose of
the research, and the research questions. Chapter 2 will provide the literature review
and the hypotheses of the study. Chapter 3 will provide information on the methods,
measures used, and the analytical strategy. Chapter 4 will provide the findings of the
study. Chapter 5 will present the discussion of the findings, practical implications,
limitations, and future research avenues stemming from the current study, and the
conclusion of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Resilience: From protective factors to process and underlying mechanisms
The study of resilience began with studying children who faced severe
adversities in life like poverty and parental mental illness (Garmezy, 1970; Anthony,
1974; Werner and Smith, 1982 as cited in (Fletcher & Sarkar, 2013)). Despite facing
severe life adversities, these children demonstrated positive adaptation. The children
were referred to as invulnerable (Anthony, 1974 as cited in Werner, (1984)) and
stress resistant (Garmezy and Tellegren ,1984 as cited in Werner, (1984)).
After these early pioneering works, further work in the field of resilience
focused on factors that shielded or protected these vulnerable children from the
severe adversities faced in life. Early work by Masten and Garmezy (1985), Werner
and Smith (1988, as cited in (Howard et al., 1999) and Rutter (1987) found that there
were certain protective factors like high self-esteem, autonomy, positive relationships
with caregivers that allows these children to thrive despite facing severe adversities
in life.
Since these protective factors were personal characteristics, Rutter (1985)
defined them as ‘‘influences that modify, ameliorate, or alter a person’s response to
some environmental hazard that predisposes to a maladaptive outcome’’
Psychological resilience was thus defined by Rutter (1987, p. 316) as ‘‘positive role
of individual differences in people’s response to stress and adversity’’. Therefore,
this definition suggests that psychological resilience is something that a person either
possesses or not. This is what Block and Block (1990) referred to as ego resilience to
describe traits that reflect resourcefulness, strength of character, and flexibility to
adapt to various challenges. Conceptualised as a trait, recent authors (Connor &
8

Davidson, 2003, p.76) define it as ‘‘the personal qualities that enables one to thrive
in the face of adversity’’.
While resilience has been considered as a stable trait, some researchers have
instead defined it as a process. For instance, Rutter (1990) stated that though
protective factors are important for resilience in children, research should shift its
focus towards trying to understand the protective process or mechanisms. Masten
and colleagues (1990) studied children who overcame adversity and showed positive
adaptation defined resilience as ‘‘the process of, capacity for, or outcome of
successful adaptation despite challenging or threatening circumstances’’ (p.426).
This definition of resilience acknowledges resilience as a process, apart from
considering it a capacity or outcome, by which the protective factors facilitate
positive adaptation in vulnerable children.
Other authors who are strong proponents of resilience as a dynamic process
rather than a stable trait define resilience with a focus on the process that builds
resilience. Fergus and Zimmerman (2005, p. 399) define resilience as “the process of
overcoming the negative effects of risk exposure, coping successfully with traumatic
experiences, and avoiding the negative trajectories associated with risks.” Luthar et
al., (2000 p. 543) defines resilience as a ‘‘dynamic process encompassing positive
adaptation within the context of significant adversity’’. These authors acknowledge
the malleable nature of resilience. To add to that Waller (2001) acknowledges that
resilience is not static and is more state-like. There is a dynamic bidirectional
interaction between a person and the environment, and resilience is the positive
outcome of the interaction between a person and the environment.
Though resilience has been defined differently by various authors, the crux of
resilience is positive adaptation in the face of adversity. Resilience is the ability of an
9

Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Participants and Procedures
An online questionnaire survey method using Qualtrics was used to collect data
from students in Lingnan University in Hong Kong. The participants were also
recruited via posters that had a brief study information and a QR (Quick Response)
code directing participants to the online questionnaire and the bulk emailing system
of the university to send email with the link to the online questionnaire to the
university students inviting them to fill the questionnaire. An online survey was used
for the purpose of data collection as it is quite flexible. It can be embedded in an
email, a link of the survey can be sent via email, and a QR code of the survey can be
embedded in posters, as done in this study (Evans & Mathur, 2005). Along with it,
online survey saves a lot of time in getting the survey to the field and to collect data.
To add to that, it is very convenient for respondents as they can take as much time as
they need to respond to the questionnaires. And for the researcher, it is less time
consuming to analyse the data after receiving filled in responses (Evans & Mathur,
2005).
The online questionnaire provided a brief overview of the research being
conducted and informed them of their rights during the participation. It also assured
them of their anonymity and confidentiality of their responses. All participants took
part in the survey without monetary reward and participants provided their consent to
participation in the research in the online survey. A convenience sampling method
was adopted for the data collection.
The data collection was undertaken from June to October 2019. To get a broad
sample of students, undergraduate, taught postgraduate, and research postgraduate
students were sent the online questionnaire. All Lingnan university students were
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sent the email with the link to online questionnaire. In total, data from 506 students
were collected out of which 230 responses were partially filled and 276 valid
responses were obtained with a response rate of 54.54%.

Participant Characteristics
Table 1. Sample Characteristics of Study
(n=276)
Gender (%)
Male

26.4

Female

73.6

Student Status
Local

71.7

Non-Local

23.6

Exchange Student

4.7

Level of Education
Undergraduate

86.6

Postgraduate

13.4

Faculty
Arts

39.1

Social Sciences

41.7

Business

16.7

Other

2.5

Family Income in HKD
Below 10,000

11.6
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10,000- 25,000

41.3

25,000-40,000

27.2

40,000-65,000

12.7

65,000-80,000

4.3

80,000 and above

2.9

Religion
Buddhist

4.3

Catholic

4.7

Islam

2.5

Protestant

6.9

Sikh

.7

Taoist

.7

Other

8.0

None

72.1

Out of the 276 participants, a total of 73.6% were females and 26.4% were
male. As per the website of Lingnan University, it states that at the undergraduate
level there are 1,691 females students compared to 950 male students and in total,
there are 2,201 female and 1,207 male students (Lingnan University, 2019). Given
that there are twice as many female undergraduate students, this study had very high
female respondents.
Also, 86.6% of the respondents were undergraduate students and 13.4% were
postgraduate students a majority of the respondents in this study were females. A
majority of the participants were local students, i.e. 71.7%, 23.6% were non-local
students, and 4.7% were exchange students. 86.6% of the participants were
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undergraduate students and 13.6% were postgraduate students. 39.1% of the
participants were enrolled in the Arts faculty, 41.7% were enrolled in the Social
Sciences faculty, 16.7% were enrolled in the Business faculty and 2.5% were
enrolled in other faculties. A majority of the participants did not follow any religion
i.e. 72.1%, while 4.3% were Buddhists, 4.7% were Catholics, 2.5% followed Islam,
6.9% were Protestants, 0.7% were Sikhs, 0.7% were Taoists, and 8.0% mentioned
other as their religion. With respect to their family income 11.6% had income below
HKD 10,000, 41.3% had income between HKD 10,000 to 25,000, 27.2% had income
between 25,000 to 40,000, 12.7% had income between 40,000 to 65,000, 4.3% had
income between 65,000 to 80,000, and 2.9% had income between HKD 80,000 and
above.
Study Design
A cross sectional survey design with one time point measurement was used to
collect data to test the theoretical model presented in Figure 1. This design was
chosen for data collection as it was a quick and efficient tool to investigate the
correlations between the study variables before investing large resources to conduct
longitudinal or experimental design to draw causal relationships as hypothesized
among study variables. Use of a cross sectional design is appropriate for this study
where a new model to understand the underlying mechanisms of strengthening
resilience is being studied as this design aids in providing initial evidence to the
research questions being explored (Spector, 2019).
Temporal Ordering of Variables Studied
Since not being able to draw causal direction and directionality is a drawback of
the cross sectional design used in the study, the questionnaire uses time frames in the
introduction section of each questionnaire so as to prime respondents to think about a
34

particular time or period to answer the questionnaires to overcome the mentioned
shortcoming. As per Spector (2019), use of time frames in the questionnaire allows
to set temporal order of the variables as per previous studies.
Since this study aims to understand the development of state resilience as a
result of stress exposure, the time frames set for the questionnaires are aimed at
temporally ordering the variables being studied. Prior studies have established that
facing adversity and coping with it may itself promote resilience (Carver, 1998;
Crane & Searle, 2016; Seery et al., 2010). Though a three-month gap between
experiencing stress and developing resilience was suggested by Crane and Searle
(2016), owing to the fact that there might be biases in recalling perceived stress three
months ago a two month prior to the current day was chosen acknowledging previous
study by Gloria et al., (2016) that utilised a one month time frame to capture
perceived stress. Since appraisal of the stress follows a stress experience, positive
reappraisal, a cognitive reappraisal, used for the last one month during which the
participant experienced stress was utilised to capture the construct. Since positive
emotions are experienced upon positively reappraising the stressful experience, a two
week time frame was utilised as per previous study (Gloria & Steinhardt, 2016).
Since adaptive coping is suggested to be one of the outcomes of positive emotions as
per the broaden hypothesis (Fredrickson, 2001a) a two week time frame was also
utilised to capture adaptive coping. Further, the broadening of thought and action
repertoire brought about by positive emotions builds psychological resources and
owing to the nature of their dynamic, malleable state-like nature (Fredrickson et al.,
2008; Luthans et al., 2006) a present day time frame was utilised to capture the state
like variables. State resilience was also captured with a present day time frame to
capture the state like nature of resilience studied.
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Questionnaire
The study utilised only English versions of the questionnaire. The items in the
questionnaire were taken from validated scales that had been used in previous
research. Questionnaires filled by participants include self-report measures of
perceived stress, positive reappraisal, positive emotions, adaptive coping, state
general self-efficacy, state hope, state optimism, and perceived resilience.
3.2 Measures
Participants were asked to rate each item on a 5-point Likert scale. Rating scale
1 was always negatively worded and rating scale 5 was always positively worded to
ensure uniformity for the participants. e.g. Perceived Stress Scale’s rating scale
ranged from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Very Often) and The Brief Coping Orientations to
Problems Experienced scale’s rating scale ranged from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (A lot).
Stress. Stress was measured by items adapted from the perceived stress scale
(PSS) (Cohen and Williamson, 1988). A total of 9 items were used. It is the most
widely used psychological instrument for measuring the perception of stress. It is a
measure of the degree to which situations in one’s life are appraised as stressful. A
recent study (Crane & Searle, 2016) reported the scale’s reliability to be .90 and .87
for time 1 and time 2, respectively in their longitudinal study. In a recent study
(Mitchell et al., 2008) it was reported that the scale had a negative correlation (r = 0.70, p < 0.01) with the mental component of the Medical Outcomes Study-Short
Form36 (MOS-SF36; Ware, Johnston, & Davis-Avery, 1979) and a positive
correlation (r = 0.69, p < 0.01), with a Posttraumatic Stress-Arousal Symptoms Scale
(PTS-AS; Ursano, Kao, & aFullerton, 1992). Participants indicate their feelings and
thoughts related to events or situations during the last two months. Participants were
36

asked to state how they felt during the last two months. It includes items like “How
often have you felt nervous and ‘stressed’?” and “How often have you felt that you
were on top of things?” The internal reliability of the scale, i.e. Cronbach alpha was
acceptable at .78 in the study.
Positive Reappraisal. The positive reappraisal was measured by a 4 item sub
scale of Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006).
Previous study (Garnefski et al., 2001) reported the internal reliability to be 0.74. The
same study (Garnefski et al., 2001) also reported that this subscale had a positive
correlation with depression (r = -0.16, p < 0.001) and anxiety (r = -0.10, p < 0.05).
Participants indicate how they responded to confronting with negative or unpleasant
events over the last one month. Items include “I think that I can become a stronger
person as a result of what has happened.” The internal reliability of the scale was
acceptable at .84 in the study.
Positive Emotions. The participants’ experienced positive emotions was
measured by the 10-item positive emotions subscale of the Modified Differential
Emotions Scale (mDES) (Fredrickson et al., 2003). A recent study (Galanakis et al.,
2016) reported the internal reliability to be 0.79. The same study (Galanakis et al.,
2016) also reported that the positive subscale correlated positively to life satisfaction
(r = 0.43, p < 0.01), psychological resilience (r = 0.40, p < 0.01), hope (r = 0.40, p <
0.01), and optimism (r = 0.19, p < 0.01). The participants were asked to indicate how
they have felt during the last two weeks. Items include positive emotions like joy,
interest, amusement, awe, gratitude, hope, love, pride, etc. The internal reliability of
the scale was good at .90 in the study.
Adaptive Coping. Adaptive coping was measured by the sixteen item The Brief
Coping Orientations to Problems Experienced scale (Carver, 1997). For the purposes
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of this study four adaptive coping styles (viz. active coping, planning, positive
reframing, and acceptance) was utilised. A previous study (Gloria & Steinhardt,
2016) that used six adaptive coping styles that include two additional adaptive
coping styles emotional support and instrumental support reported internal reliability
of .77. The same study also reported the adaptive coping measure correlated
positively with resilience (r = 0.40, p < 0.001) as measured by BRS and positive
emotions (r = 0.44, p < 0.001) as measured by the positive emotion subscale of
mDES, while it was negatively correlated with stress (r = -0.19, p < 0.01) as
measured by PSS, depressive symptoms (r = -0. 24, p < 0.01), as measured by The
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression scale (Radloff, 1977) and trait anxiety
(r = -0.38, p < 0.001) as measured by The 20-item trait anxiety subscale of the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory for Adults (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Jacobs, Lushene, & Vagg,
1968, 1977). Participants were asked to state how they have coped during the last
two weeks. Items include “I take direct action to get around the problem, I learn
something from the experience.”. The internal reliability of the scale was good at .88
in the study.
State General Self-Efficacy. A twelve item General Self Efficacy Scale (Sherer
et al., 1982) was used to measure general self-efficacy. To measure state general selfefficacy, currently was added to the items. A recent study (Endler et al., 2001)
reported the internal reliability of the scale to be .92 and it was negatively correlated
with state anxiety (r = -0.42, p < 0.01). Participants were asked to state the present
condition in their life at the moment to reflect the state nature of the variable. Items
include “Currently, when I make plans, I am certain I can make them work.” ,
“Currently, when I set important goals for myself, I rarely achieve them.”. The internal
reliability of the scale was good at .88.
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State Hope. (Snyder et al., 1996) state hope scale consisting of six items was
used to measure state hope. This measures the hopefulness of individuals. A recent
study (Demirli et al., 2015) reported the internal reliability to be .78 and another
study (Ong, Edwards, et al., 2006) reported that this scale was negatively correlated
with daily stress (r = -0.42, p < 0.05). Participants are asked to indicate the degree to
which the statements are true of themselves right now on a 5 point rating scale from
1 (Definitely false) to 5 (Definitely true). Items include “Currently, I can think of
many ways to get out of a jam.”), “Right now I see myself as being pretty
successful.”. The internal reliability of the scale was good at .87.
State Optimism. The Revised Life Orientation Test scale (Scheier, M. F.,
Carver, C. S., & Bridges, 1994) consisting of six items was utilised to measure the
state optimism. The optimism scale measures the optimistic outlook of individuals.
To capture the state nature of optimism, the word currently was added to the items of
the scale. Previous study (Slattery et al., 2017) reported the internal reliability to be
.84 and the same study reported that it was positively correlated with positive
reappraisal (r = 0.39, p < 0.001) and another study (Fitzpatrick, 2017) reported it was
negatively correlated with anxiety (r = -0.26, p < 0.05). Participants are asked to
indicate the degree to which the statements are true of themselves right now on a 5point rating scale from 1 (I disagree a lot) to 5 (I agree a lot). The scale consists of
six items (e.g., “In uncertain times, I currently expect the best”). The internal
reliability of the scale was acceptable at .65.
Resilience. The six item Brief Resilience Scale (BRS) (Smith et al., 2008) was
used to measure resilience. To capture the state nature of resilience, the term
currently was added to the items where appropriate. A recent study (Rodríguez-Rey
et al., 2016) reported the internal reliability to be .83 and the study also reported that
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Correlational Analyses (Hypotheses 1 and 4)
First, the bivariate correlations were computed to examine the associations
between the variables of the study as shown in Table 2. Stress was negatively
correlated with perceived resilience (r = -.61, p <.01). Though the correlation was
significant, it is in the negative direction and thus hypothesis 1 is not supported.
Positive emotions was positively correlated with resilience (r = .39, p <.01) and thus
hypothesis 4 is supported.
Table 2 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Between Study Variables (N =
276)
1
1.PS

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.

2.PoR

-.49**

1.

3.PE

-.43**

.53**

1.

4.AC

-.42**

.63**

.55**

1.

5.SGS -.63**

.59**

.46**

.58** 1.

6.SH

-.57**

.58**

.51**

.61** .66**

1.

7.SO

-.59**

.53**

.39**

.46** .65**

.62**

1.

8.PR

-.61**

.46**

.39**

.38** .56**

.56**

.49**

1.

.78

.84

.90

.88

.87

.65

.71

Mean

27.60

3.64

31.45

55.50 3.19

3.19

3.12

3.00

SD

4.64

.70

7.10

9.31

.70

.58

.61

.85

.56

Note: **p<.01, PS = Perceived Stress, PoR = Positive Reappraisal, PE = Positive
Emotions, AC = Adaptive Coping, SGS = State General Self Efficacy, SH = State
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Hope, SO = State Optimism, PR = Perceived Resilience.

= Cronbach’s alpha. SD =

Standard Deviation.
4.2 Testing the Theoretical Model
The structural equation modelling analyses were computed using AMOS 24.
The hypothesised model as shown in Figure 1 was first checked for goodness of fit
based on the goodness of fit indices, including Goodness of Fit Index (GFI),
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis
Index (TLI), and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) proposed by
Hooper, Coughlan, and Mullen (2008). In the base model, shown in Figure 1,
psychological resources was treated as a latent variable composed of state general
self-efficacy, state hope, and state optimism. The base model fit the data poorly as
presented in Table 3.
To improve the model fit, the modification indices suggested to include
covariations from error term between 1. psychological resources and adaptive
coping, and 2. psychological resources and adaptive coping, and 3. positive
reappraisal and psychological resources. After covarying the error terms, the
goodness of fit of the hypothesised model, as shown in Figure 2, was much improved
and it fit the data better as shown in Table 3. This model was named the base model.
However, since the study was cross sectional in design and since it would
require passage of time for the reciprocal relationships between positive emotions
and positive reappraisal, and positive emotions and adaptive coping to be evident, a
simpler model with no reciprocal relationships between positive reappraisal and
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positive emotions and positive emotions and adaptive coping was also considered i.e.
Model B.
Table 3. Model Fit Summary and Model Comparisons
Model.

Chi-square df

Hyp Model

219.81

Base Model

16.85

Model B

172.55

p

GFI

AGFI.

CFI

TLI.

RMSEA(low, high)

14 .000

.872

.670

.820

.641

.231 (.205, .259)

11 .112 .985

.952.

.995

.987.

.044 (.000, .083)

13 .000

.747

.861

.700

.211 (.184, .240)

.909

Notes: GFI = goodness of fit index, AGFI = adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI =
comparative fit index, TLI = tucker-lewis index, RMSEA = root mean square error
of approximation. Hyp = Hypothesised.
Figure 2 . Path Diagram and Standardised Estimates (N = 276).
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4.3.3 Positive emotions as a mediator between stress and resilience
To test if positive emotions mediate the relationship between stress and
resilience, a mediation analysis was conducted. An indirect effect of perceived stress
on perceived resilience was significant through positive emotions [β = -0.0089,
standard error (SE) = 0.0038, 95% BCaCI ( -0.0168, -0.0016)]. Partial mediation
effect was supported as direct effect was still significant [β = -0.0706, standard error
(SE) = 0.0069, 95% BCaCI (-0.0842 to -0.0571)]. Thus hypothesis 5 is supported.
Further, since this study found that during times of stress, there is a negative
correlation relationship between stress and resilience. A supplementary analysis was
conducted to understand if the mediators positive emotions and adaptive coping
reduced the negative effect of stress on resilience. A linear regression analysis was
conducted which demonstrated that stress negatively predicted resilience (β = -.079,
p <.001). Further, a parallel mediation analysis of the relationship between stress and
resilience through positive emotions and adaptive coping showed a reduced direct
effect of stress on positive emotions (β = -0.068, p < .001). It showed that though
individuals perceived they are less resilient during stressful times, use of positive
emotions to deal with stressful times or adaptively coping with stressful events
alleviates the negative effect of stress on perceived resilience.
4.3.4 Adaptive coping as a mediator between positive emotions and resilience
To test if adaptive coping mediates the relationship between positive emotions
and resilience, a mediation analysis was conducted. An indirect effect of perceived
stress on perceived resilience was significant through adaptive coping [β = 0.0113,
standard error (SE) = 0.0036, 95% BCaCI (0.0049, 0.0192)]. The mediation is partial
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as direct effect was still significant [β = 0.0221, standard error (SE) = 0.0056,
p<0.001 (95% BCaCI: 0.0111, 0.0331)]. Thus hypothesis 6a is supported.
4.3.4.1 Regression analysis between positive emotions adaptive coping and vice
versa
A simple linear regression was calculated to predict adaptive coping based on
positive emotions, b = .55, t(277) = 15.51, p < .001. Similarly, another simple linear
regression was calculated to predict positive emotions based on adaptive coping, b =
.55, t(277) = 15.51, p < .001. Thus hypothesis 6b is supported and positive emotions
and adaptive coping reciprocally predict each other.
4.3.5 Psychological resources as a mediator between positive emotions and resilience
To test if psychological resources viz. state general self-efficacy, state hope and
state optimism mediates the relationship between positive emotions and resilience a
mediation analyses was carried out. An indirect effect of stress on resilience was
significant through state general self-efficacy [β = 0.0110, standard error (SE) =
0.0033, 95% BCaCI (0.0046, 0.0179)] and through state hope [β = 0.119, standard
error (SE) = 0.0035, 95% BCaCI (0.0054, 0.0192)]. However, the indirect effect of
stress on resilience was not significant through state optimism [β = 0.0036, standard
error (SE) = 0.0027, 95% BCaCI (-0.0008, 0.0168)]. The mediation is full mediation
as the direct effect was not significant. Thus, state general self-efficacy and state
hope mediate the relationship between positive emotions and perceived resilience,
but state optimism does not. Therefore, there is partial support for hypothesis 7.
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Summary of Hypothesis Testing
To sum up, hypothesis 1 was not supported as stress was negatively related to
resilience. Hypothesis 2 was supported as adaptive coping partially mediates the
relationship between stress and resilience. Hypothesis 3a was supported as positive
reappraisal partially mediates the relationship between stress and positive emotions.
Hypothesis 3b was also supported as positive reappraisal and positive emotions
reciprocally predicted each other. Hypothesis 4 was supported as there was a positive
relationship between positive emptions and resilience. Hypothesis 5 was supported as
positive emotions partially mediate the relationship between stress and resilience.
Hypothesis 6a was supported as adaptive coping partially mediates the relationship
between positive emotions and resilience. Hypothesis 6b was also supported as
adaptive coping and positive emotions reciprocally predicted each other. And
hypothesis 7 was partially supported as state general self-efficacy and state hope
mediate the relationship between positive emotions and resilience but state optimism
did not.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
5.1 DISCUSSION ON FINDINGS
Though there have been some studies indicating the resilience promoting role of
stressors (Crane & Searle, 2016; Seery et al., 2010, 2013) the mechanisms
underlying the strengthening of state resilience have yet to be delineated. To address
that gap of knowledge in this field, the chief aim of this study was to examine the
theoretical model of the mechanism underlying strengthening of state resilience upon
exposure to stressors.
Though there have been other studies that have utilised the mix of broaden and
build theory of positive emotions and the stress and coping model, this is the first
study, to the best of my knowledge, utilizing these two theories to delineate the
mechanisms underlying strengthening of resilience upon exposure to stressors. Some
previous studies have used the mix of broaden and build theory and stress and coping
model (Denovan & Macaskill, 2017; Galanakis et al., 2011; Naseem & Khalid, 2010;
Ramasubramanian, 2017). However, these studies do not delineate mechanisms
underlying building of state resilience after exposure to stress.
On the Mechanisms Underlying Building of Resilience
The main underpinnings of the theoretical model are two pathways that lead to
resilience. One of the pathways based on the broaden and build theory is via the
experience of positive emotions leading to resilience via adaptive coping and
psychological resources. The other pathway is via adaptive coping to resilience based
on the stress and coping model.
Though the study is based on a cross sectional design, the results provide an
initial evidence for how resilience might be built after stress exposure via the
experience of positive emotions. The results show that positive emotions,
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experienced upon positively reappraising stress in a meaningful way, help strengthen
resilience via both the broaden and the build pathways, separately. The present study
corroborates findings of studies in Western Societies (Gloria et al., 2013; Gloria &
Steinhardt, 2016) on how positive emotions build resilience via adaptive coping.
Despite the findings of the study, it might be premature to suggest modifications
to the broaden and build theory, because of the cross-sectional nature of the data did
not allow the direct testing of the building of psychological resources over time as
hypothesised by the build hypothesis. However, initial results based on cross
sectional data, suggest that adaptive coping and psychological resources predicted by
positive emotions predict resilience via both the broaden and build pathways,
separately, rather than the broadening pathway leading to the build pathway as a
consequence of the broadening of thought action repertoire brought about by positive
emotions as proposed by the broaden and build theory (Fredrickson & Cohn, 2008).
Therefore, future studies would benefit from testing the build pathway with a
longitudinal study design as further explained in the following section.
On Why Stress and Resilience Have A Negative Relationship
Further, using a cross-sectional study design in a convenience sample of
university students, it was found that stress was negatively related to resilience.
Though this result was not in the hypothesised direction, it is in line with previous
findings using cross sectional design measuring stress and resilience (Gloria et al.,
2013; Gloria & Steinhardt, 2016).
A possible explanation for the high negative correlation among perceived stress
and perceived resilience could be because females were the majority of the
participants in this study at 73.6%. There is evidence from studies that had both
young adults and older adults as their sample that females perceive more stress than
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their males counterparts (Matud, 2004; Soderstrom et al., 2000). The gender
differences is evident also for stress appraisal, coping styles, and in the negative
outcomes of stress (Matud, 2004). Both the studies by Matud (2004) and Soderstrom
et al., (2000) report that women appraise threat as more stressful than men, they
utilise more avoidance coping and emotion focused coping strategies than men which
are more predicting of psychological distress than problem focused coping. Though
maladaptive coping styles was not measured in this study and it cannot be definitely
claimed for the study sample, past research does provide evidence to point in that
direction (Brown et al., 2005; Wichianson et al., 2009; Yi-Frazier et al., 2010).
Also, both the studies also reported that women demonstrated more somatic
symptoms and psychological distress than men. Based on this evidence, more
distress in females could be a possible explanation for the negative relationship
between stress and resilience. There is evidence that distress causes a long term
change away from optimal functioning such that individuals cannot cope with the
stressors resulting in depression (Oken et al., 2015) that is negatively related to
resilience (Ristevska-Dimitrоvska et al., 2015; Spies & Seedat, 2014; Wermelinger
Ávila et al., 2017). Therefore, higher experience of distress that could overwhelm
one’s ability to utilise resources to cope with stressors could result in a negative
relationship between stress and resilience.
Another possible explanation to understand the negative correlation could be
provided by the challenge hinderance framework (Cavanaugh et al., 2000). Crane
and Searle (2016) found in their time lagged study that hinderance stressor was
negatively related to resilience in both first and second time points. Therefore, one
possible mechanism to understand this negative relation between stress and resilience
in this study could be through the appraisal process based on which an individual
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could appraise stressful situations as challenge or hinderance i.e. events to have
potential for future gain or loss. Appraisal of stressor could be critical for well-being
outcomes as it can influence emotional and behavioural response to stress. Searle and
Auton (2015) have demonstrated that hinderance stressors as opposed to challenge
stressors could be seen as lack of opportunities for mastery or growth and thus be
appraised negatively. Thus, if it is true that stress was perceived as hinderance
stressor that nothing could be done about, then this could possibly explain the
negative correlation between stress and resilience.
On Why Adaptive Coping Negatively Predicted Resilience
Similarly, contrary to the expected positive relationship between adaptive
coping and resilience, a negative relationship was observed from SEM analysis such
that adaptive coping negatively predicted resilience. Much of the literature on young
adults on problem focused coping, adaptive coping have established that these
coping styles yield positive adaptational outcomes (Aldridge & Roesch, 2008;
Khurana & Romer, 2012; Stewart et al., 1997).
However, there is contrary evidence from a meta-analysis summarizing the
effect sizes from 40 studies of youth aged 21 and under focusing on the relations
between active coping in response to interpersonal stressors and adjustment (Clark,
2006). The author found that active coping was positively associated with healthy
functioning when used in response to controllable events like school relevant tasks
but negatively associated with healthy functioning when used in response to
uncontrollable events like parental conflict. The study reported that for
uncontrollable events or situations, active coping, an aspect of adaptive coping might
be less adaptive and usage of coping that reduce the experience of stress such as selfdistraction, usually considered a maladaptive approach, could be more adaptive.
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Similarly, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) also state that problem focused coping is
maladaptive when it comes to uncontrollable situations.
Another study found that using of coping strategies to adapt to the events and
not trying to change them, i.e. secondary control coping which includes coping
strategy like distraction, similar to maladaptive coping, resulted in better adjustment
when adapting to stress of having a depressed parent (Langrock, Compas, Keller,
Merchant, & Copeland, 2000).
As discussed earlier, if it is true that the stress was perceived as uncontrollable
by this study’s participants, it could explain why adaptively coping with stress
resulted in decreased resilience. Indeed, the nature of the stressors for majority of the
undergraduate students at the time of protests from July to October of 2019
(Purbrick, 2019) could have been uncontrollable as the events were beyond anyone’s
control.
Ameliorative Effects of Positive Reappraisal on Relationship between Stress and
Positive Emotions
Further, this present study found that positive reappraisal alleviated the negative
effect of stress on experience of positive emotions. This is because, firstly the results
showed that positive reappraisal and positive emotions were positively related with
each other thus providing support to the prediction of Folkman and Moskowitz
(2000) that positively reappraising stress allows individuals to reinterpret their
appraisal of stress allowing them to experience positive emotions. Secondly, positive
reappraisal partially mediates the relationship between stress and positive emotions
such that the regression coefficient between stress and positive emotions is lesser
than the regression coefficient between only stress and positive emotions.
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Ameliorative Effects of Positive Emotions and Adaptive Coping on the Relationship
between Stress and Resilience
Similarly, though a negative correlation was found between stress and
resilience, adaptive coping and positive emotions alleviated the negative effects of
stress on resilience. This is because, firstly, the study results demonstrate that
adaptive coping and positive emotions were positively correlated with resilience thus
corroborating previous findings (Clauss-Ehlers, 2008; Cohn et al., 2009; Fredrickson
et al., 2008; Gloria et al., 2013; Gloria & Steinhardt, 2016; Yi-Frazier et al., 2010).
Secondly, adaptive coping and positive emotions both partially mediate the
relationship between stress and resilience such that the regression coefficient
between stress and resilience is lesser than the regression coefficient between only
stress and resilience.
How Positive Emotions Potentially Build Resilience
Despite the cross sectional nature of this study, the results potentially help to
delineate the specifics of how positive emotions play a vital role in strengthening
resilience. Previous studies have already demonstrated that positive emotions predict
positive adaptational outcome like resilience (Cohn et al., 2009; Fredrickson et al.,
2008) but they did not study how positive emotions build resilience. The underlying
mechanisms of the aforementioned relationship was still to be understood and an
existing gap in the resilience literature.
To that very end, the results of this study show that just as the broaden and build
hypothesis proposes, positive emotions put individuals on a growth trajectory and
predict the gathering of psychological resources like hope, optimism, and selfefficacy.
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Previous research have demonstrated that positive psychology resources like
self-efficacy (Keyfitz et al., 2013), hope (Horton & Wallander, 2001; Ouweneel et
al., 2012), and optimism (Segovia et al., 2012) to be important predictors of
resilience. However, this study is the first to treat these psychological resources as
mediators between the relationship between positive emotions and resilience. The
results of this study show that out of the three psychological resources studied, only
self-efficacy and hope mediated the relationship and optimism did not.
Thus, having higher levels of self-efficacy or the belief’s in one’s ability to cope
with adversities and utilising of a variety of problem-solving skills (Bandura, 1997)
is important to deal with stressors faced and eventually build resilience by
successfully tackling the issue at hand. Previous studies have found that self-efficacy
utilises active coping (Bandura, 2006), which should result in strengthening
resilience as it requires actively dealing and coping with stressors while maintaining
daily functioning and also while bouncing back to normalcy. Thus, high self-efficacy
will make an individual believe in one’s own ability to cope with stressors and
effectively navigate through rough times by making use of problem-solving skills.
The more these individuals tackle difficult situations, the more they believe they can
overcome life’s challenges and build resilience as an outcome.
Similarly, having a higher level of hope or cognitions about one’s ability to
attain one’s goals, including the ability to manufacture routes to reach the goal and
the motivation to use those routes to attain the goal (Snyder et al., 1991) is important
in strengthening resilience. Previous studies have found that hope influences wellbeing by increased use of adaptive coping behaviour like problem focused coping
(Snyder et al., 1991), which should strengthen resilience by maintaining a positive
outlook during adversities and having the motivation to deal with the stressors and
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bouncing back to normalcy. Thus, an individual who is very hopeful will believe that
they have the ability to tackle difficult circumstances and also have the motivation to
manufacture ways for themselves to get the better of adversities. They will utilize
their problem-solving abilities to deal with the stressors and thus strengthen
resilience over time.
On Why Optimism Does Not Mediate the Relationship between Positive Emotions
and Resilience
Contrary to the hypothesis, optimism did not mediate the relationship between
stress and resilience though it was positively related to resilience as suggested by
previous studies (Lee et al., 2013; Riolli et al., 2002; Segovia et al., 2012). This
could be because, optimism concerns generalised cognitions regarding favourable
outcomes without the regard for one’s control in achieving or affecting the expected
outcomes. Previous research has found that optimism is related to wellbeing by
adaptive coping mechanism through the use of positive reappraisal, a coping strategy
useful when desired outcomes are not achieved (Bryant & Cvengros, 2004). This
would explain why optimism does not mediate the relationship between positive
emotions and resilience as it is not effective in proactively dealing with the stressor
to maintain daily functioning. However, another study has found that optimists do
tend to employ problem focused coping strategies contributing to better functioning
(Taylor & Armor, 1996) but the results of this study does not support that finding.
Thus, an individual who is highly optimistic would only have general expectations
that things would turn out alright even though they don’t believe they can actually
address the difficulties in life. Since they do not proactively tackle the stressors, as a
result, they do not gain the ability or competency to deal with stress and hence do not
develop resilience.
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Additionally, though there is evidence that optimism is found to be a motivating
factor in taking proactive measure to protect one’s health (Carver et al., 2010),
researchers have found that optimism aids in protecting against effects of stress when
they are short lived (Segerstrom, 2005) but does not do so when the stressors are
prolonged or acute (Cohen et al., 1999). Thus, the prolonged intense nature of
stressors faced during the pro-democracy protests (Purbrick, 2019) could explain
why optimism was not useful in protecting individuals from stress and thereby
strengthening resilience. This is because optimistic individuals would initially think
that even though there are stressors, things will get better. This positive reappraisal of
the situation will initially give them a sense of well-being but as the stressor persists
over time, it would eventually overwhelm them as they do not believe they have
what it takes to weather the storm and will not develop resilience as a result.
Further, optimism as measured by the state optimism scale showed a low
internal reliability. This could also be a valid reason why state optimism did not
mediate the relationship between positive emotions and resilience as it is highly
possible that the scale did not reliably measure the construct of state optimism.
In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate that the data fit the
theoretical model well. Although the study was based on a cross sectional design and
therefore cannot establish causality, it could be speculated how the causal
mechanisms could function based on the two theoretical models chosen for the study.
Exposure to stressors could engage the appraisal system of an individual. Based on
the appraisal of the stressor being a threat, harm, or challenge, appropriate coping
strategy could be utilised by the individual to build resilience via adaptive coping.
This is because being able to address adversity increases an individual’s coping
resources and/or the individual’s belief of mastery and control over adversity.
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Further, use of positive reappraisal could lead to experience of positive emotions that
would broaden actions and cognitions allowing better adaptive coping by utilising
appropriate coping strategies to deal with the stressors and potentially building
resilience. Similarly, the experience of positive emotions would lead to building of
resilience by building psychological resources self-efficacy and hope.
5.2 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Despite the cross sectional nature of the study, the findings thoroughly support
the broaden and build theory of positive emotions (Fredrickson, 1998; 2001). Also,
though causality and directionality of the findings could be limited by the cross
sectional nature of the data, the broaden and build theory of positive emotions does
provide some credence to the findings of the results of this cross sectional study that
positive emotions could build resilience via adaptive coping and also via
psychological resources hope and self-efficacy. Thus, the findings of this study,
indicate towards a potential resilience building intervention for university students
based on increasing experience of positive emotion to build resilience via
psychological resources self-efficacy and hope and also via adaptive coping.
A recent meta-analysis (Zeng et al., 2015) reported that loving kindness
mediation (LKM) is effective in enhancing positive emotions which can build
resilience (Fredrickson et al., 2008).
The proposed LKM intervention to build resilience would potentially be better
for university students. This is because the LKM intervention would potentially help
build resources important in strengthening resilience as opposed to other intervention
programs based on cognitive behavioural therapy (Mullin et al., 2015; Victor et al.,
2017), or stress managing or reducing interventions (Galante et al., 2018), or
interventions designed to identify coping strategies (First et al., 2018; Steinhardt &
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Dolbier, 2008) that usually target to reduce or manage stress rather than build
resilience. Not only that, but the LKM based intervention has been reported to have a
long-term effect in of building resources important for resilience LKM also has a
long term effect in inducing positive emotions and building resources that strengthen
resilience and help tackle stress in the long run while improving life satisfaction and
decreasing depressive symptoms (Fredrickson et al., 2008)..
LKM has a medium effect size in producing positive emotions as an outcome.
In comparison, cognitive behavioural therapies tend to have a small effect size in
producing positive emotions (Joyce et al., 2018). Therefore, LKM as a method to
produce positive effects and the downstream positive outcomes is much desirable.
Further, LKM based intervention would be useful in the general population as
well. LKM intervention to induce positive emotions and downstream positive
wellbeing outcomes has been conducted on university students (Weytens et al., 2014)
, clinical populations (Shonin et al., 2015), general population (Shahar et al., 2015)
and also working individuals (Fredrickson et al., 2008).
Therefore, this approach could potentially be an improvement on interventions
targeted at reducing stress, anxiety, and depression symptoms as reported in studies
conducted with university students (Galante et al., 2018; Totzeck et al., 2020).
However, additional research with experimental design would be required to
disentangle the causal associations between positive emotions, adaptive coping, and
psychological resources, hope and self-efficacy, and resilience before definitive
recommendations could be made with respect to the proposed LKM intervention.
5.3. LIMITATIONS
There are several limitations to the study. First, the testing of the
hypothesized theoretical model based on mediational paths was based on a cross
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sectional design which does not allow to test causal relationships and directionality
between hypothesized variables. A future experimental design would be highly
recommended to remedy the drawback of the cross sectional nature of this study
(Spector, 2019). However, a cross sectional design is a good method for quick
assessment of a newly hypothesized theoretical model presented in the study
(Spector, 2019). Second, though the study cannot draw causal relationships between
the variables tested, the time frames included in the introduction section of the
questionnaire, can provide the participants with a cue to think of a time frame and
answer accordingly with respect to different variables (Spector, 2019). The use of
time frame allows the establishment of temporal order of the variables in the study
based on prior studies. Third, since the study was based on self-report measures, it
could raise questions of common method bias. Fourth, the study measured stress with
a perceived stress measure, and it might be important to measure specific form of
stress i.e. challenge stressor, cumulative life time adversity, that has been verified by
previous research (Crane & Searle, 2016; Seery et al., 2010) to be able to delineate
the effect of the specific type of stress on resilience. Fifth, the study was based on
university students and hence the findings cannot be generalized to the general
population nor to the workforce. Sixth, the Cronbach alpha of the state optimism
scale was low. However, the scale used to measure optimism is the scale of choice
when the sample is university students (Steed, 2002). Finally, there was no objective
information to evaluate the self-report data provided by the participants. However,
including objective information like peers to provide objective data on the variables
provided by the participants would compromise their anonymity and violate the
promise of anonymity.
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5.4 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
This study found that stress and resilience was negatively related. It could be
because the stressors were appraised as hinderance stressors rather than challenge
stressors. Future studies could assess how different types of stressors, i.e. challenge
stressors, hindrance stressors, controllable or uncontrollable stressors, lifetime
adversity, etc. relate to resilience and which psychological resources and coping
mechanisms are relevant to strengthening resilience after exposure to specific types
of stressors.
Also, longitudinal and intervention studies should be conducted with a diverse
sample to validate the hypothesised model. This would increase the generalizability
of the findings and also increase the applicability of the hypothesized model to
various fields.
Further, as the initial results demonstrated that positive emotions build
resilience via the broaden and build pathways separately, testing the hypothesised
model with longitudinal data would allow the testing the build hypothesis. If
longitudinal data fits the model well, then modifications could be proposed to the
broaden and build theory as the data suggests that the build pathway can also act
separately and does not require the broaden pathway to feed into the build pathway
to build resources.
Intervention studies should be carried out with different population samples i.e.
teachers, health professionals, army officials, war veterans, police officers, soldiers,
etc. who are usually exposed to various stressors. This would also allow the
validation of specific psychological resources that would be important for individuals
from different sectors of life.
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Further, future research could consider conducting a cross cultural study to
validate the hypothesised model in different cultures (Hofstede, 19080). This could
shed light on the applicability of the model in different cultures. Also, new cultural
variables instrumental in strengthening resilience could be unearthed (Ungar, 2008;
Waller, 2001) helping us understand the cultural aspects that aid in positive adaption.
Since Luthar (2006) suggests that the demonstrated resilience should be
preceded by adversity in the same domain and that the positive adaption should also
be domain specific, future research should also consider using academic specific
stress measures and academic specific positive adaptation to demonstrate academic
resilience in university students.
Since this study found that optimism was not a significant mediator between
positive emotions and resilience, future research could test if optimism is a relevant
psychological resource to predict resilience when stressors faced are short lived
rather than prolonged stressors (Segerstrom, 2005).
Also, since previous study (Karademas, 2006) found that optimism acts as a
mediator between self-efficacy and well-being, as measured by satisfaction with life
and depressive symptoms, future research could examine if optimism as a
psychological resource is a mediator between self-efficacy and resilience in the path
where self-efficacy acts as a mediator between positive emotions and resilience.
5.5 CONCLUSION
This study set out to understand the mechanisms underlying the strengthening of
resilience after exposure to stressors. To do that, the study tried to understand what
role positive emotions, adaptive coping, and psychological resources played in
strengthening resilience based on a theoretical framework utilising a mix of broaden
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and build theory of positive emotions and the stress and coping model to answer the
question posed above.
In conclusion, this study found support for the hypothesized model to delineate
how resilience is related to stressors using a combination of the theory of stress and
coping and the broaden and build theory of positive emotions. The hypothesised
model extends the current scholarship by proposing how the experience of positive
emotions after stress exposure may have resilience building implications.
Until recently, studies had only found that positive emotions can predict
resilience. The results of this study potentially indicate a possible mechanism of how
positive emotions build resilience through adaptive coping and also through
psychological resources like self-efficacy and hope. Potentially, this study has been
able to fill a gap in the current resilience literature by delineating a mechanism to
demonstrate how resilience relates to stress after stress exposure.
The study found that the experience of positive emotions relates to resilience,
separately, via the broaden pathway via adaptive coping and also via the build
pathway, as postulated by the broaden and build theory of positive emotions
(Fredrickson, 1998, 2001b), via psychological resources self-efficacy and hope but
not via optimism. Thus the findings of the study, if replicated in a longitudinal study,
could potentially inform the broaden and build theory of positive emotions that the
build pathway could also function independently of the broaden pathway in building
resilience.
The study also proposes a potential LKM intervention for university students
which might have a stronger impact on building resilience compared to other forms
of intervention targeted at managing or reducing stress.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1 Survey Questionnaire
Adversity and Well-being Research
Q1
I hereby consent to take part in the study "Adversity and Well-being" and I
understand that my participation is entirely voluntary. I understand that my responses
will be kept strictly confidential and anonymous. I have the option to withdraw from
this study at any time, without penalty, and I have the right to request that my
responses will not be used.
The following points have been explained to me in the
email received:
1 . The goal of this study is to gain more knowledge of adversity and well-being.
2. I shall be asked to fill out various questionnaires concerning demographics,
various variables studied in the research, and questions related to well-being.
3. The current study will last approximately 15 minutes. At the end of the study, I
can leave my email address if I would like to receive the results of the study.
4. My responses will be treated confidentially and my anonymity will be ensured.
My responses cannot be identified and related to me as an individual. If I chose to
leave my email address at the end of the study this cannot be linked back to my
responses. All responses will be compiled together and analysed.
5. The researchers will answer any questions I might have regarding this research,
now or later in the course of the study via email (davidkansakar@ln.hk).
If you
agree, please tick the box "Agree". Then click the button below to proceed to the
start of the questionnaire. If you disagree, you can simply leave by closing this
window or tab.
1.
I consent.
2.
No, I do not Consent
Q2 What is your Gender?
1.
Male
2.
Female
3.
Other ________________________________________________
Q3 What is your current student status?
1.
Local Student
2.
Non-Local Student
3.
Exchange Student
Q4 What is your level of education?
1.
Undergraduate
2.
Postgraduate
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Q5 What is your year of study?
1.
Year 1
2.
Year 2
3.
Year 3
4.
Year 4
Q6 Which faculty are you enrolled in?
1.
Arts
2.
Social Sciences
3.
Business
4.
Other ________________________________________________
Q7 What is your average family income per month?
1.
below HKD 10, 000
2.
HKD 10,000-25,000
3.
HKD 25,000-40,000
4.
HKD 40,000-65,000
5.
HKD 65000- 80,000
6.
HKD 80,000 and above
Q8 What is your religion?
1.
Buddhist
2.
Catholic
3.
Hindu
4.
Islam
5.
Protestant
6.
Sikh
7.
Taoist
8.
None
9.
Other ________________________________________________

Q9 The following questions are regarding the variables that are studied in relation to
well-being. Please respond honestly to the best of your ability as the findings of this
research depends on it. Thank you.
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Q10 The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts related to
events or situations during the last two months. In each case, please indicate how
often you felt or thought a certain way.
Never

Almost
Never

1. How often have you

been upset because of
something that happened
unexpectedly?
How often have you felt
that you were unable to
control the important
things in your life?
3 How often have you
felt nervous and
"stressed"?
4. How often have you
felt confident about your
ability to handle your
personal problems?
5. How often have you
felt that things were
going your way?
6. How often have you
found that you could not
cope with all the things
that you had to do?
7. How often have you
been able to control
irritations in your life?
8. How often have you
felt that you were on top
of things?
9. How often have you
been angered because of
things that happened that
were outside of your
control?
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Sometimes Fairly
Often

Very
Often

Q11 Everyone gets confronted with negative or unpleasant events and then everyone
responds to them in his or her own way. With the following questions, you are asked
to indicate what you generally thought during the last month, when you
experienced negative or unpleasant events.
Never

Almost
Never

Sometimes Almost
Always

1. I think I can
learn something
from the
situation.
2.I think that I
can become a
stronger person
as a result of
what has
happened.
3. I think that
the situation
also has its
positive sides
4. I look for the
positive sides to
the matter.
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Always

Q12 For the following questions, please think back to how you have felt during the
past two weeks. Using the scale below, indicate the extent to which you have
experienced each of the following feelings.
Not at all

A little
bit

1.What is the most
amused, fun-loving, or
silly you felt?
2. What is the most
awe, wonder, or
amazement you felt?
3. What is the most
grateful, appreciative,
or thankful you felt?
4. What is the most
hopeful, optimistic, or
encouraged you felt?
5. What is the most
inspired, uplifted, or
elevated you felt?
6. What is the most
interested, alert, or
curious you felt?
7. What is the most
joyful, glad, or happy
you felt?
8. What is the most
love, closeness, or
trust you felt?
9.What is the most
proud, confident, or
self-assured you felt?
10. What is the most
serene, content, or
peaceful you felt?
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Moderat
ely

Quite a
bit

Extremely

Q13 For the following questions, please think back to your actions during the past
two weeks. Please report how often did you use certain coping strategies during
stressful experiences.
Not at
all

A little
bit

1. I take additional action to
try to get rid of the problem
2.I concentrate my efforts
on doing something about
it.
3.I do what has to be done,
one step at a time.
4. I take direct action to get
around the problem.
5 I try to come up with a
strategy about what to do.
6. I make a plan of action.
7.I think hard about what
steps to take
8.II think about how I might
best handle the problem.
9.I look for something good
in what is happening.
10. I try to see it in a
different light, to make it
seem more positive.
11. I learn something from
the experience.
12. I try to grow as a person
as a result of the experience
13.I learn to live with it.
14.I accept that this has
happened and that it can’t
be changed.

15. I get used to the idea
that it happened.
16.I accept the reality of the
fact that it happened.
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Moderately Quite a
bit

A lot

Q14 Using the scale shown below, please state your agreement or disagreement with
the statements below regarding your life right now. Please take a few moments to
focus on yourself and what is going on in your life at this moment. Once you have
this "here and now" set, go ahead and answer each item according to the following
scale.
Stron
gly
Disag
ree
1 Currently, if something looks too
complicated, I will not even bother
to try it
2. Currently, I avoid trying to learn
new things when they look too
difficult.
3.Currently, when trying to learn
something new, I soon give up if I am
not initially successful.

4. Currently, when making plans, I
am certain I can make them work
5. Currently, if I can't do a job the
first time, I keep trying until I can
6.Currently, when I have something
unpleasant to do, I stick to it until I
finish it
7.Currently, when I decide to do
something, I go right to work on it
8.Currently, failure just makes me
try harder.
9.Currently, I don't get upset too
easily.
10.Currently, when I set important
goals for myself, I rarely achieve
them.
11. Currently, I do not seem
capable of dealing with most
problems that come up in my life
12. These days, when unexpected
problems occur, I don't handle them
very well
13. Currently, I feel insecure about
my ability to do things
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Disag
ree

Someti
mes

Agree

Strongl
y
Disagre
e

Q15 Read each item carefully. Using the scale shown below, please select what best
describes how you think about yourself right now. Please take a few moments to
focus on yourself and what is going on in your life at this moment. Once you have
this "here and now" set, go ahead and answer each item according to the following
scale.
Definitely Mostly
Sometimes Mostly Definitely
false
false
true
true
1. Currently, if I
should find myself in
a jam, I could think
of many ways to get
out of it
2. At the present time,
I am energetically
pursuing my goals.
3. There are lots of
ways around any
problem that I am
facing now.
4. Right now I see
myself as being pretty
successful.
5. I can think of many
ways to reach my
current goals
6. At this time, I am
meeting the goals that
I have set for myself.
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Q16 Read each item carefully. Using the scale shown below, please select what best
describes how you think about yourself right now. Please take a few moments to
focus on yourself and what is going on in your life at this moment. Once you have
this "here and now" set, go ahead and answer each item according to the following
scale.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

1. In uncertain times, I
currently expect the
best
2. Currently, if
something can go
wrong for me, it will.
3. Currently, if
something can go
wrong for me, it will
4. Currently, I’m
optimistic about my
future.
5. Currently, I hardly
expect things to go my
way
6. Currently, it's
important for me to
keep busy.
7. Currently, I rarely
count on good things
happening to me.
8.Currently, I expect
more good things to
happen to me than bad.
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

Q17 Read each item carefully. Using the scale shown below, please state your
agreement or disagreement with the statements below regarding your life right
now. Please take a few moments to focus on yourself and what is going on in your
life at this moment. Once you have this "here and now" set, go ahead and answer
each item according to the following scale.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1. Currently, I can bounce
back quickly after hard
times.
2. Currently, I have a hard
time making it through
stressful events.
3. Currently, it does not
take me long to recover
from a stressful event
4. Currently, it is hard for
me to snap back when
something bad happens.
5. Currently, I come
through difficult times
with little trouble
6. Currently, I take a long
time to get over setbacks
in my life.
Q18 Thank you for your participation in this survey! If you would like to receive the
overall findings of this result then please enter your email address in the text below.
Thank you once again.
________________________________________________________________
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